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Within the abstract inteJllret.&tion approach, a data-ftow analysis is specified by describing an abstroct interpretation D=(D,,.., , .. ,p,.), where D is a eet. o~· data-descriptions, called abstroct domain and #J i are the operations on D . _ln an abstract int.erpret.at.ion that expresses and thus computes several properties of the concret.e values, we want. to ident.ify precisely which part is useful for computing eadl property. Given an abstract interpretation D that .upresses a property P, we want to ext.ract from the abstract domain D t~e subset Qp(~) that expresses exactly the part of D that. is useful for computing. P .. We~ 1t the quotient of D witl• re&JJed to P. In adclit.ion to giving more 1.ns1ght m ~he way complex abstract int.erpretat.ions work, the main application of the notion of quotient is tbe comparison of abstract interpretations with respect to the precision with whicb they compute a given property. 

L Introduction 
l.bst.ract Interpret.at.ion is a general method for defining data-flow analyses (2]. In his framework, a dat.a-flow analysis is specified by describing a domain of dat .. lescriptions and operations on these data-descriptions that mimic the concrete op:rations of the language. A tuple D=(D,JJ1 , .. ,J'Sc), where Dis the set of dat. .. lescript.ions (called of1stroct clom(Jin) and the JJ; are the operations on D (called 
1bstroct operations) , is called an (Jf1stroct interpretation. The c~r~ectness of the dat .. low analysis induced by D is guaranteed when some safety condtbon holds between D .nd the concrete interpretr~tion C =(C,o1 , .. ,o~c). In this paper we will take as safety ondition that: 

(0} D and C are complete lattices, 

(1) there is a Galois insertion between D and C (with 'Yanda concretization ao4 abstraction functions, respectively}, and 

(2} for any c E C and for any dE D , c !;c 'Y(d) ::} o;(c) !;c 'Y(Jl;(d)). 
When conditions (0) and (1) are satisfied, we will say that D abstracts C, _w_hea !so condit.ion (2) holds then we say that D cJ(Jstmcts C. Weaker safety condillODI .re also sufficient for guaranteeing correctness [8). However we need {0)-(2) for thl urpos'es of the present paper. 
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The aim of this paper is to understand the internal workings of complex abatrac L ln t.erpretations. In an abstract interpretation that. expresses and thus computes ~evt~ral properties, we want to identify which part is useful for computing each property. l,fl~ us be more precise. Consider an abstract interpretation D that expresses a property P. We want to extract from the abstract domain D the subset Qp(D) that expressea exactly the part of D that is useful for computing P. We call it the quotient of D with respect to P. _ 
In addition to giving more insight in the functionalities of complex abstract interpretations, the main application of the notion of quotient is the comparison of abstract interpretations. Assume we want to compare the relative precision of two abstract interpretations D and L in the computation of a given property P. This comparison may be impossible relying on the classical notion of Galois insertion (or connection). In fact, D and L may express information that is irrelevant for computing P and makes them incomparable using the classical formal tool~. ~e· sbow that. the comparison can be done by considering the quotients Qp(D) and Qp(L) . Being able to perform such sophisticated comparisons is obviously usefttl for choosing Lhe be5t available abstract interpretation for a particular purpose. Such comparisons nre also useful when combining different abstract interpretations in order to obtain n more powerful one, as is suggested in [8) and [1). By appropriate comparisons one may check whether such combinations of D and L are worthwhile at all and also one can "tune" the combination by allowing it only for those properties P for which it way turn out to be profitable: those for which Qp(D) and Qp(L) are incomparable. 

The main achievements .of the paper are described below. 
(a) For any abstract interpretation D we describe how to obtain the quotient Qp(D) . We also give a condition t.hat. guarantees that. Qp(D) is a complete lattice that abstracts D. 

(b) We show that if D and L are optimal for the computation of a property P and if Qp(D) abstracts Qp(L). then L is at least as precise as D for computing P. Moreover, if Qp(D) abstracts Qp(L) strictly, (i .e., Qp(L} does not abstract Qp(D)), then L is strictly more precise than D for computing P. 
(c) As an application of this theory, we compare two abstract interpretations that are well-known for the analysis of Prolog programs: Prop, (11) and [4]. and Sharing, [10). Although both these analyses compute the property of variable groundness, they are not directly comparable (i.e. neit.her one abstracts the other) because Pro p computes also possible equivalence through disjunctions and Sharing computes also variable sharing. We compare the (relative) precision of the5e two analyses in the computation of variable groundness (GR) and we show that 

- both Prop and Sharing are optimal and compute GR optimally. The former result is already shown in [7), whereas t.he latt.er is new. 
- QaR(Prop) is Prop it.selr, whereas QaR(Sharing) is the set Def [9) of (the equivalence classes of) definite formulas , i.e., conjunctions of formulas of 



the form: AS -+ AT, where S and T are sets of variables. From this it ia 

immediat,e to see that Def strict.ly abstracts Prop. Thus, from (b) above it 

follows that Prop is strictly more precise than Sharing for the computation 

of variable grotmdness. 

The present work conti~ues ~nd improves on the theory we developed in (5]. In 

that paper, the problem of tsolatmg the part of an abstract domain that is useful for 

computing a prope.rty P was solved in a less sat.isfactory way. There we observed that 

in order to compare D and L , it was necessary to define a referen~ domain Rand the~ 
compare the workings of D and L project.ed on R. Clearly, R plays the same role u 

Qp(D) and Qp(L) in the present approach , but in [5] we did not have any systematic 

way to_ ~btain it .. Its definition was only based on the insight one had over D and L. 

In ad~1t1on ~ thlS, the results we obtain wit.b the present approach are stronger than 

those 1n ~5] 10 . the sense that. the notion of "being more precise for computing 'P" we 

use here Js st.r1ct.ly st.ronger than that used in (5]. Finally, it. is important to remark 

that, even though we have applied it to the compa.rison of t.wo abstract interpretation• 

for the data-flow anal~sis of Prolog programs, the approach presente4. in this paper ia 

complet.ely gen_eral as •_t· does not. depend on the programming language considered. 

The paper Js orgamzed as follows. Section 2 cont.ains f.he preliminary definitiona. 

!he definition of Qp is given in Sect.ion 3 together with the general result mentioned 

m (b) ~hove. ~he a_pplicat.ion of the theory to Prop and Sharing, mentioned in (o) 

above, _1s descr1bed rn Section 4. 

2 Preliminaries 

This section consists of three parts. The first introduces some classical notions of 

abstract _i~terpret.ation t.beory and some known results. The second part contains 

the defimt10ns of two types of optimality. The final part. introduces the criterion for 

comparing abst.ract int.e~ret.ations that. will be used in the rest. of the paper. 

2 .1 Composition of Galois Insertions 

Definition 2.1 (G~lois inl'ertion) Let C and D be complete lattices and "'( : 

D --7 C and 0'00 : C --7 D be monotonic functions. The .i-tuple G = ("'f CD a 

i.!aGaloisinsertion ifVcEC : c~c"'flX;(a00 (c)) andVdED:d=a:("'focMl·' ' 

The last condition implies that "'(lX; is one-t.c>-one. The functions r and a are 

ca~led the concretizat.ion and the abstraction function, respectively. The domai': Dis 
saJd to af,stroct C. 

A function ;s domain and range are indicat.ed by subscripts: tXY is a function from 

X toY. The ordering and the least. upper bound operator defined in X are denoted 

by ~x and Ux , respectively. 

De~ition 2 .2 (Iu~erpret~tion) An inte'Jwetnl.ion is a tuple D = (D, Po) where 

D as a complete lattace, p 0 as a monotone, continuous function of typeD --7 D . 
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lu general, an interpretation contains more than one operation, and the operatiooa 

111ay have arity great.er than one and may take some other arguments besides elements 

or D. For the sake of clarity we consider the simplest setting, as the generalization of 

definitions and results is immediate. 

Definition 2 .3 (Abstraction) An interpretation D = (D,p0 ) abstrocta an inter

w etation C = (C,pc} if 

1. there is a Galoi.! insertion bDC, C, D , aco) and 

2. VcEC:VdeD : c~c"Y.oc'(d} =* Pc(c)~c"YDC(Po(d}). 

We aay that D properly abstrocts C ifD abstrocta C but C doe8 not abstroct D 

An abstract interpretation is intended to report information about a program's 

execution behavior. When L abstracts D we know that the analysis induced by D 

is at. least as informat.ive as t.he analysis induced by L . In the rest of the paper 

we denot.e domains by capital letters C, D, L, R possibly subscripted, and we denote 

int.erpret.at.ions by boldface capital let.t.ers C,D,L,R. 

It is well known that if R abstracts D and D abstracts C , then R abstracts C . The 

proofs of the propositions listed below can be found in [5; 6) . 

Propo~itiou 2.4 (Same-Order Composition) Let GDit and G00 be Galoi8 in

sertions. Then b~e, C, R, aCI'I) i" a Galois insertion, where "'ftc = "'fDC o "'(liD and 

0 c11 = aDII 0 lkco· 

R e mark 2.5 Obseroe tliat f rom the previous Proposition, we obtain in particular that 

i) Vc E C a c11 (c) = a 011 (ac:;o(c)); 

ii) Vd ED "Yoc(tl) ~c "YN:>(a011 (d)); 

iii) Vd ED d = "'fRD(r) <=> "'flX;(d) = "'ftc(r) . 

Proposition 2.6 (Opposite-Order Composition) Assume that Gc,_ and G00 are 

Galois insertions. Let ED£ = a a. O"'foc and E LD = a 00 o-yLC. The following holds: 

i) t 0 ,_ and t LD are monotone; 

Proposi tion 2. 7 A ssume that Get. and Gco are Galois insertions. The following 

conditions are equivalent. 

i) G"' = (a00 o-yLC , D,L,act.o"'fDC} is a Galois insertion; 

ii} "'fLC(L) £; "'flX;(D}; 

iii) Vc1 ,c2 E C. aco(ci) = aco(c2) =* aa,(cl} = act(c2). 



Remark 2.8 Let G co and G CL be Galois insertions. If G m of Proposition !. 7 i• a 
Galois insertion, it is said to be coherent with respect to C. In this case, the followiraJ 
fa cts hold: 

i) Vl E L 3d ED : 1't.e(l) = 1'.oc(d). 
It is easy to prove that for Stich land d it holds that 'YLD(l) =d. 

ii) 'Yt.e = 'Y.oc o 'YLD and O'a. = am o O'co . 

2.2 Optimalities 

AB usual, an abstract interpretation is optimal if it mimics the concrete one in the 
best possible way. We also introduce a weaker notion in which we project the result 
of the operation on a more abst.ract domain. 

D efinition 2.9 Consider the interpretat ions D=(D, p 0 ) and C=(C, p 0 ) . Assume 
that D a/,stracts C . D is optimal ifVd ED : p 0 (d) = ac.:v(Pc ('Y.oc(d))). 
Let now R be a domain wllic/1 abstmcts D, and let O'DII = a011 o 'Y.oc . P is R-optimal 
ifVd ED : aDII(p0 (d)) = ae~~(Pch.oc(d))) . · 
Lemma 2.10 Consider the interpretntions D=(D, p 0 ), C=(C, p 0 ). Assume that D 
alistmcts C, and that R aiJstmcts D coherently with respect to C . If D is optimal 
then D is also R-optimal. 

proof: Vd ED 

P 0 (d) = a en (l'c ( 'Y .oc (d))) as D is optimal 
=> O'aR(Ilo(d)) = 0'011 (0'00 (/tc ('Y.oc(d)))) applying a-Doll to both sides 
=> 0'011 (Jt0 (d)) = aCR(Pc ('Y.oc (d))) by Remark 2.8, as R abstracts D. 0 

Observe t.hat the notion of R-opt.imalit.y is a generalization of the notion of opt.imality. 
In fact. D is opt.imal iff D is D-optimal. 

2.3 General Comparison Criterion 
We compare the precision of two interpretations wit.h respect to a domain P according 
to the following int.uit.ive idea. L isat least as precise as D with respect to P if every 
sequence of concrete operations is bet.t.er or equally approximated by L than by D 
when considering only the information representable in P. 

D efinition 2.11 (comparison criterion) Let D = {D,p0 } and L = (L,pL) be 
interpretations abstmcting C = (C,J10 ). Let P be a domain abstracting both D and 
L. 

• L is at. lefJst c1s precise as D witll respect to P if 

Vc E C, Vi~ 0 : au>(P~(aa.(c))) !;;P 0'0p(p~(a00 (c))) . 

• L is strictly more precise than D with respect to P if'L is at least as precise as 
D but the viceuersa does not hold. 
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: ~ The Quotient of an Interpretation 
lu this section we show bow to extract from an abstract doma~n ~xactly the ~art 
wl,ich is useful for computing some property. The obtained domam IS called quotient 
11

( the original one. Two subsect.ions follow the definit.ion of quotient. In the first, 
11oute propert ies of the quotients are proven. In the ~ond ~ne, we sho~ the relevance ..r this notion for comparing the precision with whtch two 10terpretattons compute a 
v;lvcn property. 

Throughout this section, we always assume that GCP, Gco, G~ are Gal~is inser-
t . ( 'tb - ,.,_ 0 "" and ... =a o..., ) and that the 10t.erpretat1on D = HillS WI O'DP - -cP I DC IPD CD II'C I 

(O, p
0

} abstracts the interpr~tation C = (C,pc)· 

De finition 3.1 (associate d relation) The equivalence relation r,. on D ass~iated 
to P is defined by · 

(d1,dz) E r,. ~ Vi~ 0 : o-DP(p~(dl)) = o-DP(p~(d2)) 
The relat ion r is additive if given a set of pairs S = {(a, b) I (a, b}. E r,.} ' and let 
S

1 
= {a 1 (a, b) E S} and S2 = {b I (a, b) E S }, also (U0 S1, UoSz) E r,. . 

Definition 3 .2 (Quotient) We denote by (d],. the set {d' ED I (d , d') E r,.}. The 
quotient of D with respect to P is the set Qp(D) defined by: 

Qp(D) = {[d],. IdE D} 

The quotient Qp(D) is oniered by: (rid,. !;Q [d2],. ~ Uo[dt],. !;o Uo[d:l),. . 

Lem1na 3.3 If tile relation r,. on D associated to P is a~ditive, then the set QP(D) 
enjoys tl1e following properties: 

(1) Vd E D : {U0 (d),. , d) E r,.; 

(2) Vcl1, d2 ED : d1 !;0 tlz => [t/1],. !;Q [c/2],. . 

Theore m 3.4 Jf the associfJtecl relfJI.ion r,. is adtlitit~e, the following facts hold. 

i) QP (D) is a complete lattice; 

ii) QP(D) ab~tracts D; 

iii) P abstmcts QP(D); 

iu) The ~11stractions of points ii) and iii) are coherent with respect to C . 
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3.1 Comparison of Quotients 

The results of this subsection show the important role that the notion of quotient 
plays in the comparison of two abstract interpretations. 

Let in what follows D and L be such that their quotients R1 = Q,.(D) and 
R2 = QP(L) satisfy all the properties stated in Theorem 3.4. Assume also that D 
and L are, respectively, R1- and R 2-optimal. Under these assumptions, we prove the 
following two results. · 

Theorem 3.5 If R1 abstracts R 2 coherently with respect to C , then L is at least 01 

precise as D / or computing f!. 

proof: Consider any sequence 1r0 of operat.ions of D . From the fact that D is Rt
optima) and from t.he const.ruct.ion of the quotient Rt , it is true that for any d E 
D, the comput.ation 7r0 (d) can be "read" over R1 , as far as the P-informat.ion it 
concerned. More precisely, assume that d; is the result after the first i ~ 0 steps of 
the computation 71'0 (d) , and lett;= a0111 (d;) , then, for each i , aDP(d;) = 0'

111
p(t,). 

A similar fact holds for any comput.at.ion 71'z. on L . For such a 71'z. 1 let 1o , l l, .. ,I; be the 
intermediate results and k0 , .. , k; be the corresponding values in R2. 

We will use t.he above fact. and t.be notation introduced for explaining it in the 
sequel of the proof. Let for any concrete value c E C , do= aco(c) and lo = aa.(c) . 
Let also 71' 0 and 71' z. be sequences of corresponding operations of D and L. In what 
follows 'the d;, t; , I; , and k; are in the relation explained above. In order to prove the 
result, it suffices to show the following fact: 

(*) Vi~ 0, "Y111 c(t;) ;!c "YR,c(k;). 

In fact, from (*) it. follows that. a 11, 111 (k;) ~R, t; and thus, as a
111

p is monotone, 
aR,P(k;) = aR,P(aii,R, (k;)) ~P aR,P(t;). 

basis Let us first consider i = 0. We want to show that 

(1) 

By Remark 2.5, to = a c 111 (c) and ko = Oc11, (c) . Since R1 abstracts R2, 
by Lemma 2.7, there exist.s k E R2 sucl1 that ")'11,c(k) = ")'

111
c(to) and thua, 

")'112c(k) dec which implies t.hat k dR, ko. Thus (1) holds. 

step Let us now prove (*) for i > 0. We want to show that 

By the assumption of 1!1- and R;z-opt.imalit.y of D and L, we know that 

t; =O'eR, (11c C"Y~t,c(t;-J))) 

where JJc is the concrete operation corresponding to the i-th operation of 1r
0 

and· 1r z. . A similar relation holds for k;. 
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By assumption (2) and the monotonicity of Pc it follows that 

Pc h',.,c(t;-1}) ;!c Pc("Y~t2c(k;-t)) 
and thus, by the same reasoning used for the case i = 0, we have that (3) holds 
0 

Theorem 3.6 If R1 properly o/,stracts R2 ( cpherently with respect to C) then L i 1 

strictly more precise than D f or computing P . 

proof' By Proposition 2.7(ii) , there exists k. E R2 e.t. ")'11,c(k0 ) fl. ")',.
1
c(Rt) · Let 

C0 :: "Y11,c(k0 ) . We will show _that there are corresponding computations 1r0 and "" 
of operations of D a.nd L, respectively, such that 

(I) aDP{7r0 (~co(c0 ))} :::Jp az.p(11'z.(ocz.(c0 })) 

Let 1., E L. be such that "Yz.c (I.,) = c., . This 1
0 

exist.s because R2 abstracts L. Let 
us now consider d .. = Oc0 (c0 ). By the assumpt.ions made on R1 and R2, we know 
that if t 0 = U(do),. t.he followiug is true for every sequence s

0 
of ope~ations or'D 

(2) oDP(s0 (d0 }) = oDP(s0 (t0 )). 

Consider now c = "Yzx:(t0 ) . By definition of t 0 , c E -y111 c(Rl)· Thus, cis the least 
element of "Y11,c(R1) great.er or equal to C0 • Thus c :::Jc C0 because C

0 
fl. ")'11, c {Ra) , by 

hypoth.esis. Let now I =a a. (c) . It. is easy to see that "Yz.c (I) = c, using the propert.y ol 
Galois insertion's and the fact that. c E "Y111 c(Rt) and ")'

111
c(Rt) ~ ")'11,c(R2) ~ "Yw(L). 

Moreover, since "Yz.c(l) = c :::Jc C0 = "Yz.c(l.,) it is true that I :::JL 10 • Using the fact that 
c,c0 E ")'11,c(R2), by Remark '2.5(iii), it is also true that [1),. 'I [lo),. . 

It suffices now to make the following two observations: 

(3) By the previous t heorem and point (2), for all corresponding sequences s0 
and 

Sz. of operations of D and L, it is true that: 

(4) Since I :::J~. 10 and [1),. 'I [l0 J..,, by definition of quotient, there exists a sequence 
71'" of operations of L such that. oL.P( 71'" (I)) 'I au> ( 71' L (10 )} . By the monotonicity 
of the operations of L, it. must be that. oz.p(11'z. (l)) :::Jp oi.P(71'" (1

0
)) . 

Let 71'0 be the sequence of operations of D corresponding to 71'z. of point (4) . Substi
tut.ing in (3) s0 and s~. with 71'0 and 71'L, respectively, and merging it. with (4), we 
obtain: 

oDP(7ro(aco(c.))) = aDP(7ro(O'co(c))) 
;!p aLP(1r~.(a={c))) 
:::J,. aLP(1rz.(l0 )) 

= oLP(11'~.(aa.(c0))) 

that proves the theorem. 0 
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4 Applications 

We apply the theory developed in the previous sect.ion comparing two well known 
abstract interpretations for logic programming, namely Prop [11] and Sharing [10). 
This section is organized as follows. After some preliminary definitions concernins 
substitutions, in subsection 4.2 we introduce the concrete interpretation Rsub. In 
subsections 4.3 and ·4.4 we describe the two abst.ract interpretations we wish to com· 
pare (Prop and Sharing), 'and the domain GR representing groundness. The quo
tients QGR {Sharing} and QGR (Prop}, whee GR is a domain representing groundne. 
are described in subsection 4.5. The main result of the application part is shown in 
subsection 4.5.4, where using ·Theorem 3.5 and 3.6 we show that Prop is strictly 
more precise than Sharing with respect to groundness computation. 

lt is important to observe that the interpretations that will be considered iQ thia 
section are complete for the analysis oflogic programming, in the sense that they con· 
sider all the necessary operations, namely least. upper bound, projection and uniflc .. 
tion . Notice also that. t.hese interpretations ext.end the simple notion of Definition 2.3, 
as already announced . In order to guarant.ee this completeness, and jn particular to 
formally deal with projections, the concrete and abstract interpretations have asp~ 
cia! form. Each element is a pair, where the second component explicit.e)y gives the 
variables about which the first. component is supposed to provide information. 

4.1 Preliminaries 

Let V be a countable set. of variables. FP(V) denotes the set of finite subseta of 
variables of V . Let G be an alphabet of function symbols and let Tv,o denote tht 
set of finite t.erms over V and G . A sul1stitution cr is a function in V ---+Tv o such 
that u(:r.) -:f. x for only a finit.e number of variables x. The set of su[1port of cr is given 
by SUf!f'(cr) = {:r. I cr(x) -:f. x} . The VtJrinMe range of cr is given by var·mnge(u) • 
U{ Var(crx) I z E supp(cr)} , where Var(t) denot.es the set of variables occurring in C. 
The set of variables occurring in cr is given by Var(u} = supp(u) U var-mnge(cr). A 
substitution is typically specified by list.ing its non-trivial bindings. So cr = {z/crzlz 8 
supp(cr)}. 

Consider two subst.itutions CTt and cr2. H there exists 1'J such that cr2 = 1'J ocr1, then 
CTt is more geneml than cr2 , which we write cr2 :9 cr1 . We call cr2 an instance of cr1 . 

Let E be a set of term equat.ions. If cr makes u(t.) syntactically identical to cr(t2) 
for each (t1 = t2) E E, u is called a unifier of E. The most geneml unifier of B 
(denot.ed mgu(E) is a unifier of E t.hat is more general than all other unifiers. A ee~ 
of equat.ions E is in solvetl form if it. has the form {zt = t 1 , . . . , Xn = tn} where eacb z, is a distinct.. variable occurring in none of the terms t; . Given a set of equatioDI 
E = {zt = tt, .. . , Zn = tn} in solved form, the substitution u = {z1ft 1, ... ,zn/tn) 
is an idempot.ent mgu of E; we denote E by Eq(cr). 

We are particuJarly interested in idempotent substitutions because of their cor
respondence with sets of e<Jnations in solved form. We write Sul1st for the set ol 
idempotent. substitutions. Alt.hough Su/,st. is not closed under composition, in a atop 
of the execut.ion of a logic program in which 1'J ocr is constructed, it is always tbt 
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r i\8C that, IJOr·mngC(t7) n IIIIJIJI(u) = " ' Which provided that 1'J and CT &re idempotent 
«111 1lures that 1'J ocr is also idempotent. 

, As we_ ":ill consider sequences of concrete/abstract operations of "real" domains, 1 
t' . contammg not only unary operations, as it was assumed in Definition 2.2 for the 

IInke of simplicity, it is necessary to make piecise this not.ion for any set of operations. 
As~ume to have an interpretat.ion D = {D,1J1, ... , /Jk} · A derived operator over 
D ts a term t constructed using the symbols in /Jt , ... ,/JI<, the values in D values 
nf any ot~er dom~in that may be required by the operations (like substitutions in 
the domams descnbed below), . and exactly one variable z, The derived op~rator t 
It! .II.SSumed to be a place wh~re a value of D is expected . The following example 
Illustrates this notion for Z = (Z, +, •), where Z represents the set of all integers 
rumplet.ed with top and bottom element.s. 

Jl:xamp)e 4.1 A derived opemtor for Z is t = +( •(z, 3), +(5, 1)). 

Clear~y, a derive~ operat.or t is a funct.ions t : D ---+ D. Intuitively, the result of 
t.he functJ_on t for a g1v~n input. d ~Dis obtained by evaluating t(z +-;d), interpreting 
l.he funct.Jon symbols 10 t accordmg to D . Such result is indicated by t(d). In the 
ILhove example, t(O) = 6 and t(2) = 12. 

4.2 The "concrete" interpretation Rsub = (Rsub u 1r U ) 
l .Ro ' .Ro l .Ro 

JJomain .The "concrete" domain we consider is the domain of comput.ation of logic 
prog:ammmg. _Th~ set Rsub=[p( Su/,st) xFP(V)] U {T,., , .L,.,}. Rsub stands for 
r«·sLnct.ed snbstJtutJOns. The partial order of Rsub is defined as follows. T ~~o is. the 
lnrgest. element, .l"' is the sma1Jest. ~ne, for any other two elements [E1 , U1J and 
p::2 •. U2] of Rsub, [Et, U1] ~~~o [E2, U2] 1ff Ut = U2 and E 1 ~ E 2. Rsub is a complete lrll.ttce. 

l.east upper bouud The operation u,.,, whicl1 produces the least upper bound 
of t.wo element.s of Rsub, is as follows: for any k E Rsub T u k - T 
L k ' "' "' - "' ' ,.. U,.. = k , for the ot.her element.s, 

Pro jection The concret.e project.ion 1r,. is as follows: 

1r,.. : Rsub x FP(V) ---+ Raub 
([E, U1), U2]) t---+ [E, U1 n U2J 

Uuification Io order to define the concrete unification U,., it is convenient to 
Jut.rodnce first the following fnnct.ion u,. : 

u,_, : Subst x Subst ---+ Sul1st 
(u, d') --+ mgu(Eq(cr) U Eq{cf)) 
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U,., : p{Rsub) x Subst --+ p(Rsub) 
([E,U],6) ~ [{u,.,(cr,6) lcrEE},UUVar(6)) 

4.3 The interpretation Prop=(Prop, u,.,., 1r ,.~, U ,.,.) 

Propositional Formulas For any set of variables U E FP(V), the set of prop~ 
sitional formulas constructed over the variables V and the logical connectives in the 
set {A, vI+-+} is denoted by n". The propositional constants T and F (for true and 
false) are not included unless otherwise indicated. 

We are interested in the lattice obtained by taking the quotient with respect to 
logical equivalence. To avoid burdensome notation, we simply write f for the class 
of formula equivalent to/. Notice t.hat for any U E FP(V), Ov U {F} is a complete 
lattice with least upper bound V (logical disjunction) and greatest lower bound A 
(logical conjunction). 

Formulas to represent substitutions The groundness and variable equivalence 
propert.ies of a subst.il.ution are preserved under instantiation of the substitution: if CT 

grounds r. then any tr' ~ u grounds :r. ; if t.wo sets of variabl~ St and S2 are equivalent 
with respect to u, then St and s2 are e<JUivalent also with respect to any cr' ~ (T. 

Thus, the variable equivalence of a subst.it.ut.ion is related t.o a propositional formula 
by examining the set of variables made ground by each of the substitution's instances. 
In order t.o formalize and darify this idea, an auxiliary function is introduced that 
maps a subst.it.ut.ion to an assignment, that assigns the value true to the variables 
that t.he substitut.ion grounds, (H). 

assign tr :r: = true iff u grounds :r: 

Now we are in position to describe t.he domain Prop. 

Domain Prop contains the bottom and the top· elements denoted .l~ and T ~ · 

respectively, and the set: {[/, U] : / E 0 11 u {F}, U E FP(V)} . Prop is partially 
ordered as follows: T ~ is the largest element and .L,. is the smallest one; [or the 
other elements, [It , Ut], !;p~ [h, U:.~) iff Ut=U:.~ and /t f: /2 . 

Concretization and Abstraction Functions The relation between Rsub and 
Prop is expressed by two funct.ions: the concretization function, denoted -y~,.,, and 
the abst.ract.ion one, denot.ed a,.,~. 

-y,."' ([/, U]) = (E, U), where E = { u E Subst :VeT'~ u . assign u' f: /} 
QII>~([.E,U]) = UA-{[/,U) I -y~,._([/,U]) !;,., [E,U]} 

Least Upper Bo11nd The least. upper bound is defined trivially for .l~ and T pP ' 

For any two elements [it , U1] and [h, U2], 

[/ U] u [f U] = { [/tv h, U1] if U1 =. U:.~ 
t • I ~ 2• 2 T otherwtse 

~ 
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Example 4 .2 Let U = {:r:,y, z,v} . Tlae pair [z A (y +-+ .:), U) is an element of Prop 
wliicl• represents substitutions u sucl1 tlmt for every instance u' of u tile term cr'(z) 
is ground, and such tlwt cr'(y) is a ground term if and only if also u'(z) is. In 
IKJrticular CTt = {z/a, yfb, zfc} and u 2 = {z/6, yfw, zfw, ufv} satisfy this propertJI. 

Tlaus, [{ u1, u:~}, U) !;,., -y~,., ([:r: A (y +-+ z), U]). 

Projection and Unification on Prop are obtained by means of existential quantification 
and logical conjunction , resp'ectively. The proof of the following theorem can be found 

in [7) . 

Theorem 4.3 The operations U ,.~ , 1r ,.~ and u,.,., corresponding to U,.,, 7r,., and U,., 
respectively, are optimal with respect to tl&e concrete interpretation Rsub. 

4.4 The interpretation Sharing= (Sharing,Usr.,7rs., U,.} 
Domain The ·abstract domain Sharing proposed by Jacobs and Langen in [JaLa 
89] in order to represent, variable aliasing, coveri.ng, and groundness i.s defined by 

Sharing= [p(p(V)) x FP(V)] U {T 91,.l57l}. 

Sharing is partially ordered: T Sh is t.he largest. element. and .iSh is the smallest one; 
for the _ot.ber elements, [A1 , U.] , !;Sh [A2, U2) iff Ut =U:.~ and A1 ~ A2. 

Concretization and Abstra ction Functions Let occ(u, y) = {z E supp(u) I 
y E V(Jr( u z)} u {y) . The abstraction and concretizat ion functions between Sharing 
and Rsub are defined , on nontrivial elements by 

A1 = {occ(u, y) n U I y E var-mnge(cr)} 

{ 

ifc = ({u} , U) then [At UA2,U] where 

a"'s.(c) = A2 = {{y} I y E (U- Var(u))} 

if c = [E, U] then U_g, {a,..s. ([{u }, U]) I u E E} 
'Ys.Rr ([A, U]) ·= u"' {[E, U] I a ,.,s. ([E, U]) !;s. [A, U)} 

An element. of t.he first. component. of O'"'_g, ([{u } , U]) is a set of variables that under 
u share the same variable. A variable of U is ground in [A, U} iff it does not appear 
in any set. of t.be abstract st.at.e. Two variables of U are independent in u iff there is 
no element. of a ~~>Sh ([ { u}, U]) that. contains bot.h of them. 

Example 4.4 For instance, let U = {x, y, z, v }, the pair [{ {y, z}, {u, y, z}}, U) is on 
element of Sharing which rer1resents sul11Jlitutions u such tlwt cr(:r:) is ground, artd 
such tlwt u(y) anti u( z) mny share a common voriaflle, and so u(y), cr( z) and u( u). In 
particular u1 = {:r:fa,yfb, z/c) anti u:.~ = {x/b ,yfw, zfw, ufw} satisfy this propertu. 

Thus, [{u1,cr2),U]!; .... -ySh,._([{{y,z},{u,y,z}),U]). 

Lemma 4.5 Let "'s."' ([A, U]) = (E, U}. Then 

E = {u E Subst I V:r:, y E U : ( Var(trz) n Var(D'y) :/; 0 ::} 3H E A : {z, y} ~H)} 
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Operations The least upper bound of any two elements (At, Ut] and (A2 , U2) it 
defined by 

[A u ] u (A U ]- { [At U A:~ , Ut] if U1 = U2 t o 1 .SJo 2 1 l - T t.h • ,.. o erw18e 

The· projection 11'• is obtained by int.ersect.ion and the abstract unification is a~ 
quence of set operations involving union and closures. The formal definition of U., 
and the proof of the following theorem are showed in the Appendix. Notice that the 
results of Theorem 4.6 are new. 

Theorem 4.6 The operotions Us" , 11' s" and Us,., corresponding to U,. 11',. and u,. 
respectively, are optimal. 

4.5 Quotients with respect to Groundness 
The interpretations Sharing and Prop are incomparable with respect to the notion 
of abst.ract.ion [5] . The intuition behind this result is the following. On the one 
hand, by means of disjunctions Prop represents also possible equivalence (and thUJ 
also gr01mdness), whereas Sharing does not .. On the other hand , Sharing represeot.a 
variable independence that. is not. expressible in Prop. 

As both interpret.ations comput.e groundness information, we are interested to 
measure their relat ive precision in the comput.at.ion of groundness. 

4.5.1 The domain GR 

The simplest domain GR representing groundness is as follows. Given an elemenL 
[E, U] E Rsub, its gronndness information can be represented by the variables grounded 
by every substitution a E E. 

D o main CR = (p(V) x FP(V)J U {T o..• J.a.-} · The set CR is partially ordered in a 
natural way. T ;.._ is the top element, and l.a.- the bottom one. [Bt , U1) ~a.- [82 , Ul) 
if Ut = U2 and Bt 2 8 2. Obviously, CR is a complete lattice. The least upper bound 
of two elements {Bt , Ut] and [82 , U2) is defined as 

Concre tizAtion and Abstra ction Functions The re]at.ion between Rsub and GR 
is expressed by two functions: the concretization fnnction, denoted "'far• • and the 
abstraction one, denot.ed a,.o.. · On nontrivial elements they are defined by 
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Lemma 4. 7 The f ollowing facts hold 
- GR obstructs Prop coel1erently with respect to Raub. 
- a,...ar([/,U]) = [{z E U If I= z},U]. 
- CR obstructs Sharing coeherently with respect to Raub. 
- a.SJoar([A, U]) = [U- Var(A), U). 

4.5.2 The Quotient of Prop with respect to GR 

In t.he previous sections we have proved that the quotient of an interpretation with 
respect to a given domain is a domain abstracting the s tarting domain, provi~ed the 
associated relation is additive. 

The quotient of Prop with respect to CR is Prop itself. This is due to the fad 
t.hat none of the formulas of Prop is irrelevant. for the comput.at.ion of groundn~ [7). 

Lemma 4.8 Let [It 
1 
U]

1 
[h. U] E Prop. If It t h , there exists a derived operotort 

on the alphabd {U,... , 11',...
1 
U ,...} such that a ,...a.(t([!l , U)))) # a,...a.-(U Pr(t([h, U]))). 

Corolla ry 4 .9 r Pr is the i(lentity on Prop, and thus it is obviously qdditive. 

Theorem 4.10 Q0R(Prop) =Prop. 

rwoof: Follows immedia.t.ely from Corollary 4.9 and Theorem 3.4. 0 

4.5.3 The Quotient of Sharing with respect to GR 

According t.o Definition 3.1, we consider the following relation for St, S, E Sharing, 
where tis any derived operator on {U 5 ,., 1rn1 Us,.} : 

(St,S2) E r5~ ~ as.a.(t(St)) = a.SJoar(t(S2)) 

Notation Given a (possibly empty) set. of proposit ional formulas {It, ... , In} , we 
denote by A{ft 

1 
•• • , fn} t.he formula It A ... A fn if n ~ 0 and the constant T if n = 0. 

The Sharing information about. groundness can be isolated by means of prop06i
t.ional formulas. For [A, U] E Sharing define 

C([A, V]) = A{A'wt -t AW2I Wt, W2 s; U and VN E A : (W,nN) # 0 => (WtnN) # 0} 
Example 4 .11 ConsiderS= [{{x, y} , {z}, {z, z}} , {z , Y1 z , u}] . The fonnula C(S) = 
u A (z -+ (y A z)) outlines tile fr•ct tlint if -y.,,.. (S) = [E, {z, y , z, u}}, for every a E E 
the term u(u) is .a ground term and if u(z:) is a ground tenn, both a(y) and a(z) are 
ground tenns too. 

LemmA 4.12 Let 51 = [At,U],S2 = [A2,U] be elements of Sharing. 

C(St) = C(S,) => O'_,.a.-(St) = O.SJoa.(S2) 

The following lemma show t.hat. for all three operations of Sharing the C-value of 
the results depends only on t.be C-values of the operands. 
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Lemma 4.13 Let St =[At, U] , S2 = [A2 , U] be elemenb of Sharing. 

i) C(S!) E C(S2) ~ Vcf E Subst : C(U 5 ,. (St , cf)) =: C(U 5 ,. (S2, 6)) 

ii) C(S!)::C(S2) ~ VU!;V : C(7rn(St,U))::C(1rn(S2,U)) 

iii) C(St) :: C(S2) ~ "'S = [A, U1 E Sharing: C(St U6 ,. S)) :: C(S2 Un S)) 

Theorem 4.14 Let s, I s2 E Sharing, where St = [A, , Ut], s2 = [A2, U2]· 

(St I S2) E r s" ~ ul = Uz and C(S!) = C(S2) · 

proof: 

~ From the definition of r5 ._ it follows immediately that U1 = U2: it is s~cient 
to consider the empty seque!lce of operations to obt.ain 

It remains t.o show that C(Si) = C(S2). Assume the converse. This means that 
there exists a formula .P = AW1 -4 /\W2 such tbcit C(St) f= .p and C(S2) ~ .p. 
Consider the substitution 6 = {z/a I z E WI} and let 

Os.a... (U5 A(Sl,6)) = (8t ,U] and os.a...(U5 ,.(S2,cf)) = (82, U] 

As W2!; 81 whereas W2 ~ 82, (81 , U] :j:. [82, U] which contradicts the hypoth
esis (St.S2) E r5 ,. . 

<= The claim is: for any derived operat.or t on {Us., 7r s., Us.}, 

. By structural induction on the derived operator t, it is straightforward to 
show that C(t(St)) = C(t(S2)) , using )emma 4.13. For concluding the proof it 
is sufficient to use Lemma 4.12. 0 

Corollary 4.15 QGR {Sharing) = {[C([A, U]), UJ I [A, UJ E Sharing} U {T 
5

,., .l
5

,. }. 

Corollary 4.16 r 5 , is adclitive. 

proof: By Lemma 4.13 and Theorem 4.14. 0 

4.5.4 Co~npari!ion of the Quotients 

Theorem 4.1 'T QGR (Sharing) properly af,stmcts Prop, coherently with respect to 
Raub. 
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,,roof: By Corollary 4.15, we lcnow that the elements of QGR (Sharing) are pairs [/, U] 
where f is a propositional formula of type J = A{ASt __. /\S2I S1, S2!; U}. Dart [9) 
observed that the union of these formulas is a (proper) sublattice of Prop (called De/ 
in (9, 12]). The intuition behind that proof is the following: formulas like (z V Jl) are 
uot expressable by De f . Therefore QGR (Sharing) is a (proper) abstraction of Prop: 
it is sufficient to choose as coocretizat.ion function the identity, and as abstraction 
function the usual adjoint. 0 
By combining Theorem 4 .17 with Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6 we get the announced 
result. 

Theorem 4.18 Prop i• &trictly more precise than Sharing with rupect to tht do-
main GR representing groundne&s. . 
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Abstract 

In the paper, the completeness of the equality loop check is addressed in 
the context of Reduced SLD-resolution [4] that performs a systematic 
elimination of redundant atoms. The notion of section, capturing the idea of 
set of atoms chained by common variables, is introduced. On the basis of such 
a notion a reduction rule, called RR*, is introduced and the e.b.s. v. property 
(extended bounded spreading variable property) in the resolvents of an RSLD
derivation is identified. The e.b.s.v. property states the existence of a 
limitation on the number of spreading variables in any sectio!) in the 
resolvents. Then, the completeness of equality loop cbeck via RR* is proved 
for classes of programs for which the e.b.s.v. property holds. The equality 
check is complete for the classes of function-free logic programs for wbich 
more complex loop checks are proved complete in [2]. Moreover, the 
completeness of equality check via RR * is proved for a new class of 
programs. 

1 Introduction 

The problem of detecting any infinite branch in an SLD-tree is obviously undecidable, as 
the logic programming has the full power of recursion theory. However, for some classes 
of logic programs, some techniques can be applied that allow to prune every infinite 
derivation [2, 4, 6, 7] . These mechanisms are called loop checks, as they are based on 
excluding some kinds of repetitions in the derivations. Some basic properties are stated for 

* This researcb bas been supported by grants MURST 
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a l~p check. The completeness property of a loop check concerns with the capability of 
prunmg ev~ry infinite de~vation . In contrast, the soundness property of a loop check 
concerns wtth the preservation of the results (successful, computed answer substiwtion). 

In [2] several possible variants of loop checks are defmed and analyzed with tbeir 
soundness and completeness properties. In particular, some classes of logic programs are 
gi~en for whi~ complete loop checks can be found. Those classes are characterized by 
smtable cons~ts over tlle -structure of the rules, on the basis of which the completeness 
of loop checks ts shown. In [4] a somewhat different line is followed. A limitation on the 
~um~r .of a particular kind of variables in the resolvents is discussed, without any direct 
JIDpostll~n ~bo~t ~e pro~am. structure. As a matter of fact, a kind of operational 
charactenzauon 1s gtven whtch lS able to ensure the completeness of equality loop check. 
Thus, the proof of the suitability of structural restrictions on the program rules, ensuring 
the comp_lete~ess of the loop check, is reconduced to verify that the imposed program 
structure liD plies the above mentioned Limitation of variable number in the resolvents. 

The specific nature of the variables to be limited is suggested by the observation that 
the non-existenc~ of a complete simple loop check, even for function-free programs, is due 
to ~e presence m the resolvents of potentially unlimited sequences of atoms which are 
cbamed by common variables. It is intuitive that the growth in size of such chains is due to 
the availability of an unlimited number of variables with multiple occurrences in the 
resolvents. In P.articular, this kind . of chains is formed through variables with multiple 
occurrences whtch appear at least m one atom with otber multiple occurrence variables 
(called spreading variables in the sequel of the paper). The existence of a limitation on the 
n~ber of spreading variables in the resolvents is expressed by the bounded spreading 
vanables property (b.s. v. property for short). 

In [4] the study of the termination problem is addressed in the context of Reduced Sill
resolution, (called RSLD-resolution) that performs a systematic elimination of redundant 
atoms. Such form of resolution is a sound and complete variant of Sill-resolution. It 
appli~s a redundant atom elimination technique (reduction in the sequel), in order to limit 
llle stZe of the resolvents. Indeed, it is well known that the increase in size of resolvents is 
a factor that prevents Sill-resolution being decision procedure. . 

A~ a result, the loop check based on equality is complete for a quite large class of 
funcuon-free _programs, namely all the function-free programs with the b.s.v. property. 
Such a cl~s mcludes all the classes for which the more complex loop checks based on 
subs~puon are proved complete in [2]. This is rather unexpected, since it is well known 
lhat, m ~e context of SLD-resolution, the equality loop checks are less strong than 
subsumpuon loop checks. The explanation of this apparent contradiction resides in fact that 
lbe equality cbec~ benefits of the systematic elimination of r~~undant atoms performed by 
l,he RSLD-resoluuon applying a weU defined reduction rule RR. 

In tbis paper, results stated in [4] are extended by introducing the nQtion of section. This 
definition captures the idea of set of atoms chained by common variables, so that any 
resolvent can be partitioned in a set of sections. Then, the more general reduction rule RR* 
C..'ill be defmed. The reduction rule RR* allows a better limitation of the growth in the size 
of the resolvents since it performs elimination of sections of atoms, too. 

As a consequence, the completeness of the equality is stated for a larger class of 
programs !bat observe the extended bounded spreading variables property (e.b.s. v. in the 
scqu~l). More precisely, we say that a derivation D bas the e.b.s.v. property if in any 
rcs?lvent R o~ D, every section of R has a number of spreading variables bounded by a 
nmte ~alue . Smce the e.b.s.v. property implies the b.s.v. one, the equality check via RR* 
Is obviOusly complete for all the classes for which it is complete when the reduction rule 
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RR is applied. Moreover, it is proved the completeness of equality check via RR* for a 
new class of programs (envi logic programs) for which the e.b.s.v. property holds. This is 
a significant extension of the previous results. Indeed, tbe b.s.v. property does not hold for 
the new class and it is proved that EVRR via RR is not complete for this class. 

2 Reduced SLD-Derivations 

In this section, we recall the definition of Reduced SLD-resolution (RSID-resolution, for 
short) as introduced in [4]. Such form of resolution is a variant of SLD-resolution, since it applies a redundant atom elimination technique (reduction in the sequel), in order to limit 
the size of the resolvents. Indeed, it is well known that the increase in size of resolvents is 
a factor that prevents Sill-resolution being decision procedure. It is proved in (4] that such 
reduction technique is sound and complete. In order to define the RSLD-resolution, the 
definition of reduced goal is given. In the following. var(F) denotes the set of variables of a 
formula F and the equality (subsumption) relation between goals regarded as lists is denoted 
by the symbol =r. (~:;J. 

Definition 2.1 Let X be a set of variables, a a substitutiqn and G a goaL A goal G' is a 
reduced goal of G by CJ up to X , denoted by G t> CJ G', if the following conditions hold: 
i) G' ~L G; 
ii) ACJ E G', 't/ A E G; 
iii) XCJ = X, V x e (X u var(G')). a 
In agreement with the above definition, a subset G of atoms in G can be eliminated if a 
substitution CJ exists such that for any atom B in G, Ba e G' = (G- G), provided that a 
does not affect either the variables in G' or those in X . 

Example 2.1 Given the goal G = f- p(Z,V), q(b), p(W,V), p(Z,V), q(V) and the set 
X = {W}, the subset G = ( p(Z, V), p(Z, V)} can be eliminated by the substitution 
a= {ZJW}. Indeed Go= (p(W, V), p(W, V)} and p(W, V) is an atom of G' = f- q(b), 
p(W, V), q(V). It is worth to note that neither p(W, V) nor q(V) can be eliminated in G. a 
The possibility of performing reductions in the resolvents of an SLD-derivation is really a 
modification of the resolution process. Then, a modified definition of the SLD-resolution 
has been formalized, namely the Reduced SLD-resolution. For any substitution 9 and set or 
variables X , X 9 is the set of variables obtained by applying a to eacb element of X . 

Definition 2.2 (Reduced Sill-derivation) Given a logic program P and a negative clauao 
G0, an RSLD-derivation of P u {G0 } consists of a sequence of pairs (G0, N0), (G1, N1), ... 
of negative clauses together with a sequence C0, C1r ... of variants of clauses from P and two 
sequences 90, 91, ... and exo. a 1, ... of substitutions such that for all i = 0, 1, ... 

i) N1 is a reduced goal of Gi by a; up to var(G090 ... 91•1); 
ii) G1• 1 is a resolvent of N1 and C1 with the mgu 91; 
iii) C1 bas no variable in common with G0, C0, .... C..1• a 
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As usual the goals G0, G1, ... are called resolvents. The goals No. N1, .... are called reduced 
resolvents of the derivation. When one of the resolvents G11 is empty then N0 = Gn = tt and 
it is the last negative clause of the derivation. Such a derivation is then called an RSLD
refutation (or a successful RSW-derivation) and the composition of mgu's 9091 ... 9 •. 1 restricted to the variables of G0 is the computed answer substitution. Note that the 
substitutions 'a's do not contribute to the computed answer. By resultant (of level i) we 
mean the formula a.--+ G0-9091 ... 91•1 and by reduced resultant (of level i) we mean the 
formula N1--+ Go -eo91 ... 9j.J. According to the definition of RSLD-derivation, at any step, 
a choice that gives the reduction of the produced resolvent is made. More formally, let us state the following definition 

Definition 2.3 (Reduction Rule) A reduction rule RR is a function that, given a goal G 
and a set of variables X , yields a goal N and a substitution a such that N is a reduced goal 
of G by a up to X (it is denoted by RR(G, X ) = (N, a)). a 
Giv~n a reduction rule RR and a selection role SR we say that an RSLD-derivation of 
P u { G0} is via RR and SR if all choices of the reduced goals and of the selected atoms io 
Ute derivation are performed according toRR and SR, respectively. Then, given a logic 
program P and a goal G0, the search space is formed by the totality of the RSLD
derivations which can be constructed. This searcb space can be organized into RSID-trees 
according to the selection rule and reduction rule U$ed. The RSW-tree for P u {Go) via RR 
and SR groups all RSLD-derivations ofPu {G0 } via RR and SR. 

Example 2.2 Consider the logic program P formed by the clauses C1 and C2: 
Ct : p(X) f-. C2: p(X) f- p(X), p(X). 

and G = f- p{Y), p(Y) a goal. An RSLD-tree ofPu(G} is shown in Fig. 2.1. 

(~ p(Y), p(Y) ; f- p(Y)) 

(tt; Jl) ( f- p(Y), p{Y); ~ p(Y)) 

( f- p(Y), p(Y); f-p(Y)) 

Figure 2.1 
The RSLD-resolution is sound and strong complete. More formally: 
Theorem 2.1 Let P be a logic program and G0 = f- Ab ... , Aka goal. 
i) (Soundness) If there exists an RSLD-refutation of P u[G0} with the sequence ofmgu's 
8o, 8b ... , 8,., then 'v'((A1 1\. .. A Ak)80 81 ... 811 ) is a semantic consequence of P. 
ii) (Strong Completeness)Let p be a correct answer substitution of P u {G0). Every RSLD
tree of P u [G0} contains a successful branch with computed answer substitution u such 
that u ~ p up to renaming. a 
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3 Loop Checks for RSLD-Derivations 

In this. section some definitions and results about loop checks in the context of RSLD· 
resolution are recalled, as they are presented in [4]. Generally spealcing a loop check Ia 
defined as a set. of. RSLD-~e.rivations that are pruned exactly at their 'last node. More 
formally, the followmg defiruuons are given: 

Der~ition 3.1 Let L be a set of RSLD-derivations. RemSub(L):: (De L 1 L does no1 
contam a proper subderivation of D). Lis subderivaJionfree ifL = RemSub(L). (J 

Definition 3.2 A simple loop check is a computable set L of finite RSLD-derivationa 
such that L is subderivation free and closed under variants. 
A loop check is a computable function L from programs to sets of RSLD-derivations sucb 
that for every program P, L{P) is a simple loop check. (J 

We say that a derivation D of P u {G) is pruned by a loop check L if L(P) contains a 
subderivation D' of D. 

The b~ic properties o~ a loop check are soundness and complrteness. The pr~perty of 
soun~e~s 1s concerned w1lb the preservation of the results (successful, computed answer 
su~sut~uon). In con~t. the completeness concerns with the pruning of every infinite 
~envauon. ~ (2J, t~o SllDple loop checks for Sill-derivations and some their variants arc 
mtroduced with ~err respective ~oundness and completeness properties. These loop checlcs 
are based, respecuvely, on equality/subsumption of goal/resultant 

In [4] these defmitions of loop checks are reformulated for RSLD-resolution. 

Definition 3.3 (Equality. Checks for Reduced Resultants) Equals Varianrllnstance of 
Reduced ResultantL check IS the set of RSLD-derivations 

EVRRIEIRRL:: 

RemSub((D I D=(G0 t>a.ON0 ~c 8 G1 t>a'N,~ ... ~ G t>fltN·' 
o· o ct. t·etc·t tc lei 

such that for some i, 0 ~ i < k, there is a renaming/substitution t 
such that Ntc =L N(t and Go9o91 ... 9tc.1 = G09091 ... ej.1t}). a 

De~inition 3.4 (Subsumption Checks for Reduced Resultants) Subsumption 
Vana1111lnstance of Reduced ResultantL check is the set of RSLD-derivations 

SVRRISIRRL = 
RemSub({D I D = (G0 t>cxo No~c e G

1 
t>flt N

1 
~ ... ~ G t>ak N, 

. o· o ctc-t•etc-t tc lei 

such that for some i, 0 ~ i < k, there is a renaming/substitution t 
such that N{t !;;L Ntc and G09o91 ... 9~c.1 = G09091 ... ai_1t}). Q 

Example 3.1 Fig. 3.1 shows the pruned tree obtained by applying the EVRRL loop 
check to Lhe RSLD-tree of Fig. 2.1. 
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(t- p(Y), p(Y); t- p(Y)) 

(Xl; J:t) ( t- p(Y), p{Y); t- p(Y)) 

Figure 3.1 

Tbe loop checks based on equality have lower computational complexity than subsumption 
<:becks. In [4] the problem of finding general conditions on the resolvents ensuring 
completeness for EVRRL loop check is addressed. Generally speaking, the non-existence of 
u complete simple loop check arises from the presence in the resolvents of potentially 
unlimited sequences of atoms which are chained by common variables. It is intuitive that 
lhe growth in size of such chains is due to the availability of an unlimited number of 
variables with multiple occurrences in the resolvents. In particular, l.his kind of chains is 
formed through variables with multiple occurrences which appear at least in one atom with 
oilier multiple occurrence variables (called spreading variables). 

This observation suggested the feasibility of characterizing classes of programs by 
Imposing limitations on the number of spreading variables in the resolvents (b.s. v. 
property), in order to guarantee the existence of complete simple loop checks. In [4] formal 
definitions are given for the kind of variables to be limited and a particular reduction rule is 
introduced, namely the reduction rule iiii. Such a property ensures the limitation in size of 
lbe reduced resolvents and then Lhe completeness of EVRRL loop check for function-free 
programs, when RSLD-resolution procedure is performed via tbe reduction rule iiii. 

Definition 3.5 Given a formula F, a variable x has the single variable occurrence 
property (is svo in short) if it occurs only once in F, otherwise it has the multiple variable 
occurrence property (is mvo in short). A variable x is called spreading if x is mvo in F and 
x occurs at least once witb an mvo variable in an atom of F. a 

It is immediate that a spreading variable x occurs at least once with another spreading 
variable in an atom ofF, in particular a variable which occurs at least twice in an atom of 
F is a spreading variable. 

Example 3 • .2 Given the formula: 
p(XI, Xt• Xa) v PlX2, X3) A P3(X2, X4, ~) v P4(Xs, X6) 1\ Ps<Xs• X7) 1\ P6(X6, Xa) 

X1, X5, X6, X8 are spreading variables, and~ is non spreading mvo variable. Q 

Definition 3.6 Let P be a logic program and G0 a goal in Lp. If an RSLD-derivation (or 
SLD-derivation) D of Pu { G0 } is such lbat every resolvent of D bas a number of spreading 
variables bounded by a finite value, then we say that D bas the bounded spreading variable 
property (is b.s. v. in short). Q 

Now, we present the definition of the reduction rule iiii: 
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Definition 3.7 (Reduction Rule iii) Let G be a goal and X a set of variables. Let A 

be the set of atoms of G containing a non spreading mvo variable, and let B = G • A. for 
any non spreading mvo _v~able x let lx be the set of atoms in A containing an occurrence 
of x. The reduced goal RR(G, X) is obtained by the following three steps: 

i) In the set B any subset of equal atoms, up to renaming e11 of svo variables E X , l1 
reduced to a single atom, i.e:, only one atom is retained in B'. 
ii) In every lx any subset of equal atoms, up to renami~g e12 of svo variables E X , l1 
reduced to a single atom, (denote by r x the reduced set of IJ. 
ill) In the family of sets obtained in ii), any set I'x is eliminated if there exists a rename a, 
of variables E X such that f xC13 is included in another set 1'

1
. a 

Example 3.3 Given the set X = (~, X3 } :md the goal: 

G = ~ p{X1, X6, X8), q(X4, X3), p(X2, ~. X1), r(X5, X,), q(X ... X7), r(X
1

, X
6

), s(X
4
), 

r{X9, XIO), q(X,o, Xu), r(XI2• X13) 
Since X4 and X10 are non spreading mvo variables, then , 

A= (q(X4, X3), r(X5, XJ, q(X4, X7), s(X.J} u (r(X9, X
10

), q(Xw X
11

)) = lx u lx and 
4 10 

B = (p(XI, X6, Xa), p(X2, X6, Xa), r(Xs, X6), r(Xt2• X13)). 

By i) since the atom p(X1, X6, X8)CJ, = p{X2, X6, X8) and r(X
12

, X
13

)e12 = r(X
8
, X

6
) 

where C11 = {X1/ ~)and CJ2 = {X12/ X8, X13/ X6) are renamings of svo variables E X , wo 
obtain 
B' = (p(~. ~. Xa), r(Xs, X6)} . 

By ii), since the atom q{X4 , X7)CJ3 = q{X4, X3) where CJ3 = (X
7

/ X
3

} is a renaming of svo 
variables E X , we obtain: 
I'x

4 
= ( q(X4, X3). r(X5, XJ, s(XJ) and 

I'x,o= (r(~. XIO), q{Xto, Xu)}. 

By ill), since the set I'x
10

CJ• c I'x
4 

where CJ4 = {X10/ X4, X11/ X3, ~/ XsJ is a renaming 

of svo variables E X , we obtain: 
A' = { q(X4, X3), r(X5, X,J, s(X4)). 

Then G' = ~ q(X ... X 3), p~. X6, X8), r(Xs, XJ, r(X8, X~. s(X.J, is a reduced goal of 0 
by C1 = (X/ ~. X7/ X3, X10/ X,, X11 / X3 , X9 / X5, X

12
/ X

8
, X

13
/ X

6
} up to 

X= {X2, X 3 ). a 

The reduction rule RR is a particular reduction rule which ensures the completeness or 
EVRRL loop check for function-free programs, when, in any resolvents, a suitablo 
limitation on the number of variables which are shared by different atoms is imposed. The 
proof of this result is based on the following Lemma: 

Lemma 3.1 Let P be a function-free program, G0 a goal in Lp. If an RSW-derivation D 

of P u I Go} via RR is b.s. v., then the length of every reduced resolvent N1 in D is 

oou~4 a 
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Theorem 3.1 (Completeness of EVRRr) Let P be a funaion-free program, G0 a goal in 
Lp. Any infinite b.s. v. RSW·derivation D of P u {Go} via RR is pruned by EVRRL. a 

Now, we give the definitions of the classes of logic programs for which the completeness 
properties of the equality/subsumption loop checks has been proved in [2, 4]. 

Definition 3.8. 
i) (Restricted Prograiii) A program Pis restricted if for every clause H ~ A1, ••• ,An in P, 
lhe defmitions of the predicates in A ..... ,An-l do not depend on the predicate of H. 
ii) (nvi Program) A program P is non·variable introducing (nvi) if for every clause 
11 ~ A., ... , An in P, every variable that occurs in A~o .... An occurs also in H. 
iii) (svo Program) A program P has the single variable occurrence property (is svo) if for 
every clause H ~ A~o ... , Ao in P, no variable occurs more than once in A~o ... ,Ao. 
lv) (esvo Program) A program P has the extended single variable occurence property (is 
csvo) if in the body of every clause in P, every mvo variable occurs only with new svo 
variables. a 

'IDe following Table I summarizes lhe influence of reduction for the completeness of loop 
cbeclcs. As shown in the table, equality loop check becomes complete for several classes of 
programs, when it is used in combination with RSLD-resolution. For the same classes 
more complex subsumption checks are needed if usual SLD-resolution is exploi_ted. In other 
words, the necessity of subsumption loop checks for several classes of log1c ~grams 
appears to be originated by the presence of redundant atoms in the resolvents, which the 
reduction technique is able to eliminate. 

Table I 

SLD-resoJuUon 
Loop checks based on Equality res!ricted• function-free 

Loop checks based on Subsumption {

restricted• 
svo 
nvi 

function-free 

RSLD-resolution yja lflf 

Loop checks based on equality 

* via leftmost selection rule 

{

restricted• 
svo 
nvi 
esvo 

4 Sections and Reduction Rule RR• 

function-free 

" 

In (3] an equivalence relation is introduced on a set of atoms: This de~tio~ captures the 
notion that two variables in a goal are related, so that they mtght be unified m an attempt 
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to refute lbe goal. Then, it is proved that when two variables occur unrelated in a certain 
goal, they cannot be related in any goal later in the derivation. Let us recall this result 

Definition 4.1 [3] Let F be a set of atoms. The relation - on variables is defmed as: 
x - y if there is an atom A in F such that x, y e var(A). 

Obviously,- is a symmetrical relation. Then, the relation-- is defined as the transitive and 
re flexive closure of- . Thus-- is an equivalence relation. An equivalence class of-- is 
called chain. For x e var(F), the chain of x is denoted by Cp[x], or C[x] whenever F is clear 
~~~~ Q 

Lemma 4.1 [3) Let D =Go ==>c 8 G1 ==> ... ==>c. 8. G.==> ... be an SLD-derivmion and 
1• 1 t-1' 1· / I 

let 0 < i (S IDI). lfy ~ Ca/x] and x, y ~ var(Gi-1), then y ~ C
0

1-/xl Q 

It follows by the defmition of-- that, for any atom A in a set F, alllbe elements of var(A) 
belong to lbe same chain. Moreover, it is worth to note that if two atoms A and B in a set 
F share a variables x, then var{A) and var(B) are both included in Cp(x). The pre vious 
remarks suggest to group a subset of atoms chained by common variables in a suitable 
class of equivalence. Thus, let us introduce the following equivalence relation that is 
induced by -- and is defmed on a set of atoms: 

Defmition 4.2 Le t F be a set of atoms. We defme the relation • on atoms ofF as: 
A *B if var(A) and var(B) are included in the same chain of-- on F. 

An equivalence class of • is called section. For A e F, the section of A is denoted by 
S~A), or S(A) whenever F is clear from the context. Q 

lt is easy to verify lbat * is an equivalence relation. The following result is a straight 
:onsequence of the defmition of*: 

:..emma 4.2 Let G be a goal and S1, .•. , Sn be the sections of G. Then, var(S;) n var(S.) 
= 0for j ;tj and i,j E {J, ... , n). Q 
IDe definition of section suggests an interesting view of a goal G , namely a goal may be 
een as a quotient set of chain. Clearly all lbe atOms of G containing an mvo variable x 
telong to the same section and, all the atoms chained by spreadin_B variables are contained 
n lbe same section. As a consequence, also the reduction rule RR can be interpreted in 
his new light and a natural and powerf~_I_extension can be defmed. Indeed, it is easy to 
·erify lbat a set I. in the definition of RR is actually the section S

0
(A), where A is an 

tom in G containing the mvo non spreading variable x. Then, il can be introduced a new 
: duction rule RR* lbat acts on sections as well as RR does on the sets lx's. It means that 
Je same kind of simplification defined between sets 1x and 1

1 
is extended to the sections. 

1ore precisely, let us give the following definition: 
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Definition 4.3 (Reduction Rule RR*) Let G be a goal and X a set of variables. 
Suppose that S1, ••• ,Sa are the sections of G. The reduced goal G' ofG up to X via RR* 
(namely RR *(G, X ) = (G', cr)) is obtained by the following two steps: 
i) In every S1 (i = 1, ... , n) any subset of equal atoms and of equal atoms up to a renaming 
y1 of svo variables E X , is reduced to a single atom. Let S'1 denote the reduced set of S1• 

ii) In the family of sets obtained in i), any set S'1 is e liminated if there exists a renaming 't; 
of variables E X such that S'1't1 is included · in another set S'J with i :~: j and 
i,j e {1 , ... , n}. Q 

Lemma 4.3 Let G be a goal and X a set of variables. Then the goal G' such that RR*(G, 
X ) = (G', C1), is a reduced goal by C1 up ro X , where C1 is a renaming which is obtained by 
composing the )'i's and -r;'s ren.amings. 
Proof. We show that the eliminations of atoms in i) and ii) of Defmition 4.3 are actually 
reductions and then, RR* is a reduction. Indeed, the empty substitution £and the y1's 
renamings in i) satisfy lbe conditions of Definition 2.1, since they do not affect either the 
variables of X (by defmition) or lbe variables of the reduced goal because they apply only 
on svo variables. In order to convince that t 1's renamings satisfy conditions of Definition 
2.1, it is worth to note that, by Lemma 4.2, var(S1) n var(Sj) = 0 for i :~: j and 
i , j e { 1. ... , n} . Thus, for any S';. t 1's renamings obey to Definition 2.1 because they do 
not affect either the variables of X (by definition) or the variables of lbe reduced goal. Q 

Example 4.1 Let us apply the reduction rule RR* to the goal G and the set of variables 
X = {X2, X 3} previously considered in the Example 3.3: 
G = f- p(X1, ~. X8), q(X4, X3), p(X2• X6, X8), r(X5, X4), q(X4, X7) , r(X8, ~). s(X4), 

r(X9, X 10), q(X10, X11), r(X12, X 13) 

The sections of* in G are (where variables in X are stressed in bold characters): 
S 1 = p(X1, X6, X8) , p(X1, X6, X8), r(X8, X6) 

S2 = q(X4, X3), r(X5, XJ, q(X4, X7), s(X.J 

S3 = r(~, X10), q(Xto• Xu) 
s .. = r(Xl2• x l3) 
By step i) of RR • , the following reduced sections are obtained: 
S'1 = p(X1, X6, X8) , r(X8, X6) by Yt = {X1/ "-2} 
S'2 = q(X4 , X3) , r(Jes, X 4}, s(X4) by y2 = {X7/ X 3} 

s·3 = r~. Xto>· q(XlO• XII) 
s·. = r(Xl2· xl3> 

By step ii) of RR * the fmal set of reduced sections in G' = RR*(G, X) are: 
S'1 = p(X2• ~. X8), r(X8, X6) 

S'2 = q(X4, X3), r(X5, XJ, s(X4) 

since by 't t = {X1i X8, X13/ X6 } i t is S'4'tt ~ S't and by t 2 = {Xu/ X4, X11/ X 3, X<} Xs} 
it is S'3t 2 ~ S'2• Q 

Jn this example, it can be verified that lbe reduced goal RR *(G, X ) is the same as 
R R (G, X ). However, it is wonll 10 noLe that the reduction rule RR * is more powerful 
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lhan RR, i.e., in general, more simplifications of atoms are possible via RR*. Indeed, by 

lhe definitions, if an atom can be eliminated via RR. then it can be eliminated via RR*, 
too; the vice versa is not always true as the following example shows: 

Example 4.2 Let us consider the set of variables X = {X3, Y3} and the goal: 
G =f-A(Xp Y1),B(X1, Y1),C(X1),A(X2, Y 2),C(X2),B(X2, Y2), A(X3, Y3), B(X3, Y3), 

C(XJ 
Since X1, Y1, X2, X3, Y3 are spreading variables, it can be verified that RR(G, X)= 0 
whereas RR*(G, X)= f- A(X3, Y 3), B~. Y 3), C(X3). Q 

As previously recalled, in [4] it is shown that. in order to guarantee the existence of 
complete simple loop checks, the b.s.v. property characterizes a quite general class of 
programs without any direct imposition on the structures of the rules. Then, the 
completeness of the EVRRL loop check is proved for programs having Sill-derivations 
with the b.s. v. property. It is worth to notice that, if no reduction is performed, the 
limitation on the number of spreading variables in the resolvents does not imply any bound 
on the number of atoms, since we may have an unlimited number bf occurrences of any 
sing I~ ~preading variables. When the reductions are performed by applying the reduction 
rule RR in b.s.v. derivations, the size of reduced resolvents is bounded [4]. 

Now, the view of a goal as a quotient set of the equivalence relation and the definition 
of the RR * reduction rule allow a generalization of this result. Indeed, a more general 
def"mition of the b.s.v. property can be introduced. In this case, the limitation on the 
number of spreading variables is requ.ested only for the set of atoms belonging to the same 
section (class of equivalence). In other words, the resolvents may not be b.s.v. but any 
section in the resolvents must be b.s. v. As a consequence, if no reduction is performed, the 
number of different spreading variables in a resolvent is no more bounded, since the number 
of sections may be unli.Jnited. More formally, let us give the following definition: 

Defmition 4.4 Let P be a logic program, G0 a goal in Lp and D an Sill-derivation (or 
RSLD-derivation) of Pu(G0}. If in any resolvent R ofD, every section of R bas a number 
of spreading variables bounded by a finite value, then we say that D bas the extended 
bounded spreading variable property (is e.b.s. v. for short). CJ 

The following lemma proves that, for e.b.s.v. derivations, reductions via RR* give rice to 
resolvents limited in size. It allows to extend the completeness of the EVRRL loop check 
to programs with e.b.s.v. RSLD-derivations. 

Lemma 4.4 Let P be a function-free program and G0 a goal. If an RSW-derivation D of 
P u (Go} via RR* is e.b.s.v., then t~ length of every reduced resolvent Nkin Dis 
bounded 
Proof. Let us note that every program P has a ftnite number of predicate symbols and 
constants. Let { c., ... ,em} and (pt. .. ··Pn} be the set of constants and predicate symbols of P, 
respectively. Moreover, given a goal G0 it is always true that lvar(G00)1 ~ lvar(Go)l for any 
function-free substitution e. As a consequence, the number of variables in the instantiated 
goal, i.e., lvar(G090 ... 901. is bounded for any j. 
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Let S1, ... , SN be the sections in the resolvent Gx of D. By hypothesis, each section S1 

(i= 1, ... , N) bas a bounded number of spreading variables. Let (s1 , ... ,s1 } be the set of 
1 q 

spreading variables of S1• Let <Nx, aJ= RR*(Gx, var(G090 ... 9x.1)) and let S'1 , ... , S'1 be 
1 M 

tbe reduced sections inN" obtained according to Defmition 4.3. We show that Nx bas a 
bounded number of atoms by proving that the number M of such reduced sections is 
bounded and that any reduced section S'1 for i=l , ... , M bas a bounded number of atoms. 

Let us consider a section S1 with i = 1, ... , N. An atom of S1 with predicate symbol p,; 
1 ~ t ~ n, of arity h, can be obtained by disposing: 
l ) (with repetitions) elements of the set: {s1 , ... ,s1 } u var(G090 ... 9x.1) u {c1, ... ,cm} in 

1 q 
correspondence of j (0 ~ j ~ h) arguments of p, 
2) svo variables f var(G090 ... 0,..1) in correspondence of the remaining h-j arguments. 

Since the number of svo variables f var(G090 ... 9x_1) is not bounded and equal atoms are 
allowed, the number of atoms in S1 that have the same disposition according to 1) may be 

not bounded. 
However, by step i) of RR *, equal atoms and equal atoms up to svo variables renaming 

(not belonging to the instantiated goal) are reduced to a single element. Then for any 
disposition according to 1), only one atom is left in S1• Since the number of spreading 
variables in any section, constants and variables in var(G090 ... 9x_1) is bounded, the number 
of possible dispositions according to 1) for any p1 is bounded by a number L,. Thus, the 
step i) of RR* reduces any section S1 for i=l. ... , N to a set S'1 with a number of atoms 
bounded by nL where L = max { L, 11 ~ t ~ n} . 

Let us consider the reduced sections S\ .... , S'N obtained from step i) of RR*. Since 
the number of spreading variables not belonging to the same section is not bounded, the 
number of the reduced sections S\ may be not bounded, too. 

However, for a fixed set of spreading variables (s1 , ... ,s1 } the setS\ is identified by the 
1 q 

choice (with repetition) of s predicate symbols p., P2· ... , p1 with s ~ n and for any Pr 
(r s s) by a disposition according to 1) and 2). Then, since the number of spreading 
variables in any section is bounded by a ftxed value it follows that the number of the 
possible sections S'1 given by these choices is bounded by a value H. Now, the step ii) of 
RR* eliminates a section S'1 if it is included in another section S'; (fori~ j and i, j e { 1, ... , 

N}) up to renaming of variables f var(Go90 ... 0t-t>· 
Tllus, after step ii) of RR *, the set of reduced sections S\ .... , S'N is cut down and a 

bounded setS\, ... , S'M of reduced sections is obtained. Since any reduced section S'1 for 
i = 1, .. ,M has a bounded number of atoms, the whole reduced goal Nx contains a bounded 
number of atoms. Q 

Thus, using the pr~vious Lemma 4.4, the completeness of the EVRRL loop check for 
e.b.s.v. derivation via RR* can be stated following the same proof given in [4] for b.s.v. 
derivation via RR: 

Theorem 4.1 (Completeness of EVRRJ Let P be a function free program, G0 a goal in 
Lp- Any infinite e.b.s.v. RSLD-derivation of P u (GoJ via RR* is pruned by EVRRL' CJ 
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5 Classes of Programs for Which EVRR Via RR* is Complete 

In [4] it is shown that the EVRRL loop check, via the reduction rule iiii, is complete for a 
quite large class of function-free programs. Indeed, it is proved that the EVRRL check is 
com~lete not only for function-free restricted, svo and -nvi programs, but also for a class of 
funcbon:fr_ee esvo.prog~~· Indeed,.the loop check based on equality becomes complete 
t>e<:ause tt IS combmed WJI.h the technique of reduction o( resolvents proposed in the paper. 
Th1s seems to suggest that the necessity of using subsumption loop checks instead of 
equality checks is essentially due to the presence of redundant atoms in resolvents. All these 
results of completeness are proved using Theorem 3.1, by showing that. for these classes of 
programs, derivations have the b.s.v. property. Now, notice that the b.s.v. property implies 
the e.b.s.v. property. Thus, the following results can be state: 

Theorem 5.1 (Completeness of EVRRL for RSLD-derivation via RR*} 
i) The EVRRL check is complete w.r.t. the leftmost selection rule for function-fret 
restricted programs. 
ii) The EVRRL check is complete for function-free nvi, svo and esvo programs. Q 

We previously stressed that the reduction rule RR• is more pbwerful than iiR. As a matter 
of fact, let us consider the following example: 

Example 5.1 Let P be a function free program with clauses: 
C1.= A(X, Y) t- B(X, Y), A(X, Y) and C2.= B(X, Y) t- A(W,Z), D(W ;I.), B(X,Y). 

Let us consider the goal G0 = ~ B (X0, Y 0) , A(X0, Y 0), D(Xo, Y 
0
} and the following 

derivation D: 

It can be easily verified that D is extended b.s.v., but not b.s.v. Moreover, the 
corresponding RSLD derivation via RR* is pruned by EVRRL, whereas the corresponding 
RSLD derivation via RR is not Indeed, the RSLD derivation via RR* is: 

that is pruned by E~ after the first step. Q 
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It can be verified the program Pin the Example 5.1 does not belong to any of the classes of 
rcslricted nvi svo and esvo programs. Indeed, a new classe of programs can been identified. 
Such a cl~s properly contains the nvi program~ and, for this ~eason, it.~ ~considered an 
extension of this class. More formally, let us g1ve the followmg defmtbon. 

Definition 5.1 A clause C bas the exterukd non variable introducing property (in short 
is envt) if every atom in the body of C, or contains no new variable or contains only new 
variables. A program P is en vi if every clause in P is envi. 0 

The Example 5.1 shows that the loop check EVRRL via iiii is not complete for envi 
programs. The loop check EVRRL via RR • is complete for this new class of programs on 
Lhe basis of the following result 

Lemma 5.1 Let p be a function-free envi program and let Go be a goal in Lp. Let D be 
an RSW-derivation of P u {G0] then Dis extended b.s.v.. . 
Proof. Let us consider a resolvent G1 of D and let S1, ••• , Sk be the sections of G. 
Suppose that Lis the selected atom of G1, H t- A1, ••• ,A... the input clause and 91·the mgu 
!bat unifies L and H. . . 

If s is a section in G. that non contains the selected atom L, then 1t IS not affected by 
e .. On ~e other band, if s. is the section containing Lin G1, then, let us consider an atoms 
..\.eh for j = 1, ... , n in~oduced in the resolvent G1• 1• Since P is envi, two cases are 

J 
possible: 
i) var(~) ~ var(H) . 
Since ei is an mgu of L and H then var(~9i) ~ var(H91) = var(L91) then, no new spreading 
variable is introduced. 
ii) var(~) contains only new variabl~s . . . . 
In this case, the new section of ~91 m G1 contatns only ~to~ whi~ ~ mtroduc~ by tho 
body of the input clause. Thus, the number of variables m this secuon IS bounded smce the 
bodies of the clauses of a program are of fmite size. . . 
Therefore since in any case the number of variables in every section of G1• 1 IS bounded, ll , a 
can be state that D has the e.b.s.v. property. 

Theorem s.z The EVRRL check is complete via RR* for function-free envi programs. 
Proof By lemma 5.1 and Theorem 4.1. a 

6 Conclusions 

In the paper, the introduced notion of section formalizes the i~a of set of ~toms chained b~ 
common variables. Such a concept, combined with the tecbruque of reduction of resolvents 
allows to defme a more powerful reduction rule that enforces the completeness of the 

equality loop check. . · th f 
It is worth to note that, though we studied the loop checking problem m ~ context o 

function-free programs, our results can be easily generalized for prog~ w1th bou~ded 
term size property (b.t.s. for short). This property stat.es that. the nesting of functional 
terms do not grow beyond a certain limit during the computation. In order to state such 
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generalization, let us note that the Lemma 4.17 in [2] could be easily extended. Indeed, if 1, 
is a b.Ls. logic program, then for every finite set of variables V, goal G and k ~ 1, the 

relation -v,G,k bas only finitely many equivalence classes.~ a consequence, the 1beorem 
4.1 can be easily extended to b.t.s. programs. 
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Abstract 

A universe composed by rational ground terrru ia characterized (both con
structively and axiomatically), where the interpreted aet constructs ! and 
with (the latter designating the element insertion operation) coexist with 
free iierbrand functors. Ordinary syntactic equivalence must be super
seded by an equivalence relation ~. between trees labelled over a signa
ture, that suitably reftect.a the semantics of vith. Membership (defin
able as "d E t = 0 ., ( t with d) ~ t") meets the non-weU-foundedness 
property characteristic of hyperset theory. An algorithm for solving the 
NP-complete unification problem pertaining to hollow hyperset terms is 
provided, and shown to be totally correct. An application to the matching 
of finite state automata is hinted at. 

Introduction 
With this paper we wish to contribute to the field of constraint logic programming 
mainly in two ways. First, by characterizing hyper1d1 both constructively and ax
iomatically {cf. Sec. 2, 3); then, by specifying a procedure for normalizing constraints 
of the moet basic kind over hypersets. Our procedure will be shown to always ter
minate and to give the proper results (cf. Sec. 4). A by-product of our constraint 
normalization procedure is an algorithm for solving a novel NP-complete tJnifictJtion 
problem pertaining to hypersets, which has direct applications on its own: it can be 
used, for instance, to determine whether two finite state automata characterize the 
same language (cf. Sec. 5). 

Hypersets of the kind we will propose are very intimately related to Aczel's non
well-founded sets (cf. [1]) , but they all have finite cardinality and height; moreover 
they are hybrid, in that their construction involves free Herbrand functors. The 
finiteness restTiction comes from our willingness to regard hypersets as instances of 
an algorithmic data structure; the proposed hybridization comes from our go&l to 
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